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ABSTRACT
Sound events can carry multiple information, related to the
sound source and to ambient environment. However, it is
well-known that sound evokes emotions, a fact that is verified by works in the disciplines of Music Emotion Recognition and Music Information Retrieval that focused on the
impact of music to emotions. In this work we introduce the
concept of affective acoustic ecology that extends the above
relation to the general concept of sound events. Towards this
aim, we define sound event as a novel audio structure with
multiple components. We further investigate the application of existing emotion models employed for music affective
analysis to sonic, non-musical, content. The obtained results
indicate that although such application is feasible, no significant trends and classification outcomes are observed that
would allow the definition of an analytic relation between
the technical characteristics of a sound event waveform and
raised emotions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces & Presentation]: Audio
input/output

General Terms
Human factors, theory, measurement

Keywords
Affective acoustic ecology, emotion recognition, sound events

1.

INTRODUCTION

Audio, in its multiple alternative forms, represents one of
the fundamental means for human communication. Starting
from speech, as the primary medium for information distribution [1], and followed by music, which was firstly used as
a way to enhance orally expressed messages by mimicking
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and extending vocal expression’s characteristics [2], it is also
used as a transfer path for conveying emotional information.
But speech and music seem to be only a portion of the
sounds that we hear. There are also non-musical and nonlinguistic sounds [3] which carry information that constructs
the ambient audio environment presented around a listener
[4]. These sounds may originate from human activities (e.g.
coughing, screaming or walking), nature (wind blow or a
water stream), animals (barking) or interaction between objects (rattling noise). These sounds bear information about
their source (like speed, placement and movement, size of the
source) [3, 4], and provide to the receiver the necessary input
for taking decisions or interacting with the environments. A
typical example is the noise from a car approaching that can
affect the decisions and actions made by a person that wants
to cross a road. The establishment of this kind of relationship between the receiver and a sound event, as well as the
encapsulated information that a sound event can carry may
also trigger appropriate responses and engender emotion(s)
to the receiver, such as fear [5]. Hence, sound events are also
closely related to emotions.
Regarding emotions, there are a number of issues that multiple researchers from different disciplines are trying to investigate. For example, how emotions are created? What
is the exact relationship between them? And how they can
be accurately modeled? The above represent some typical fundamental questions of an ongoing research debate on
emotions [2]. Affective models examine these aspects from
a specific perspective and, in some cases, offer a graphical
and quantitative representation of emotions. Typical examples of such models are the arousal valence plane [6] and the
basic emotions model [7].
Neuroscience and cognitive sciences widely use these models in research of physiological responses and their relation
to emotions [8]. Focusing on music, Music Information Retrieval (MIR) and Music Emotion Recognition (MER) fields
excessively use them for exploiting and exploring the ability of music signals to evoke emotions on the listener [9].
More specifically, MIR is mainly targeted to a more efficient
and content-oriented music categorisation (compared to the
legacy ”Band / Artist - Genre / Style - Album” one) using
emotions [10]. On the other hand, MER aims at investigating the relationship between music and listeners’ emotions
[9]. Nevertheless, the above MER and MIR application fields

are confined by the exclusive usage of music as sound stimuli, since they do not explore the link between emotions and
sound events.
It is also widely known that the relationship of the leaving
beings and their sonic environment is a fundamental issue of
acoustic ecology [11, 12]. This relation is ubiquitous in both
real and virtual (or synthetic) worlds. On one hand, there
are everyday audio stimuli from every possible sound event
source, while, on the other hand, audio environments aid the
immersion to the created realms [13]. There are studies examining the relation between soundscapes, as a formed and
complete audio entity comprised by sound events, and emotions [14] or quality [15]. Additionally, there are researches
concerned with emotional reactions to specific sound events,
like for example dental engine [16]. But, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, there are no research efforts aiming to
study a general relation of emotions and discrete surrounding sound events.
In this work, we define the concept of affective acoustic ecology as the relation of the surrounding sound events with
the emotions that these can evoke to the listener. Towards
this aim, we use well-established affective models and existing techniques borrowed from emotion recognition from
organized forms of sound (i.e. music or speech) and we
try to investigate their application to a more general, nonlinguistic and non-musical form of sound [3]. In order to
provide an initial indication about the potential relation of
sound-events and emotions, we use the International Affective Digital Sounds (IADS) emotionally annotated sound events database, which provides a number of sound events engrossing various emotions [17]. The reason for this selection
is twofold. Firstly, all IADS sound events correspond to
a large variety of everyday situations. Secondly, the affective annotation applied follows a thoroughly used emotions’
model in MIR and MER researches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 a
brief overview of the existing emotions’ models is presented.
Section 3 is concerned with the music emotion recognition
process while in Section 4 the sound event concept under
the scope of affective acoustic ecology is defined. Section 5
demonstrates the results obtained by the combination of an
affective model and the emotion recognition process applied
to sound events. Finally, Section 6 concludes the work.

2.

MODELLING OF EMOTIONS

One of the main components of emotion recognition, is the
emotions’ modeling approach employed, which is likely to be
one of the major debates in the area of affective modeling
and identification [2, 19]. In general, models of emotions can
be divided in two main categories; discrete and continuous
[18]. The most frequently used models in MIR and MER
research fields are the so called basic emotions, the list of
adjectives and the dimensional models [20, 21]. The former
two are discrete models, while the latter represents a typical
continuous approach.
Discrete emotions’ models refer to the use of specific (or
group of) words for describing an emotion. The basic emotions model for example employs anger, fear, happiness and
sadness [22], based on the knowledge of Darwin era [7, 22].

The above emotions are considered as the basic ones, and
all the rest can be derived by specific combinations of them.
The main concept of this model was argued by [23]. Nevertheless, it seems to offer an attractive basis for emotionrelated researches. The main reasons for this are likely to
be the use of specific words and the actual emotions that
are considered as basic. Specific word usage can offer an
integrity between studies, by not referring to the same state
with different words. On the other hand, basic emotions are
frequently used in neurioscience due to their relation with
specific brain areas, like amygdalae, or with physiological
responses [21, 47, 25].
The list of adjectives proposed by [26] represents an alternative discrete emotions modeling approach. Emotions are
not referred as single words, like in the case of basic emotions. Instead, a number of word groups is used, with most
words in the same group to be synonyms [27]. These groups
serve as a way to refer to and model emotions or emotional
states. Each group is denoted as a class and consists of
words capable for describing a similar emotional condition.
The number of classes originally used was eight, but some
researches extend it through additional classes, reaching a
total of thirteen [28]. This model is frequently used in music
psychology assessments. In Figure 1, a visual representation
of the original eight classes is provided, as proposed by [26].
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Vigorous
Robust
Emphatic
Martial
Ponderous
Majestic
Exalting

Exhilarated
Soaring
Triumphant
Dramatic
Passionate
Sensational
Agitated
Exciting
Impetuous
Restless

Merry
Joyous
Gay
Happy
Cheerful
Bright

1
Spiritual
Lofty
AweInspiring
Dignified
Sacred
Solemn
Sober
Serious

5
Humorous
Playful
Whimsical
Fanciful
Quaint
Sprightly
Delicate
Light
Graceful

3
2
Pathetic
Doleful
Sad
Mournful
Tragic
Melancholy
Frustrated
Depressing
Gloomy
Heavy
Dark

Dreamy
Yielding
Tender
Sentimental
Longing
Yearning
Pleading
Plaintive

4
Lyrical
Leisurely
Satisfying
Serene
Tranquil
Quite
Soothing

Figure 1: The list of adjectives with 8 classes according to [26, 27]
Focusing now on continuous affective models, they employ a
combination of continuous values for representing the affective state of a human subject. As a result, this affective state
is expressed as a point in an N-dimensional space, where N
equals to the number of values used. These values are unit
vectors serving as basic components of the affective states
which lead to emotions. The amount of the chosen states
equals to the amount of the dimensions used in the model.
The most consistent across studies have found to be valence
and arousal [29], leading to a two-dimensional (N=2) space
for modeling the affective state, although more dimensions,

Arousal
Dimension

like dominance [6] or activation and quality [30], were also
proposed. The usage of arousal and valence dimensions is
usually referred to as arousal-valence (AV) plane.
The derived affective state of the listener is mapped to a
specific emotion through its position in the N-dimensional
space. In the AV plane for example, high arousal and low
valence values can indicate distress. On the contrary, in an
arousal, valence and dominance space, a high arousal, low
valence and low dominance situation can indicate fear. However, it should be noted that a specific match between values
and emotions cannot be verified. What is likely to be used
is a cluster of values which indicate the same emotion. Due
the usage of affective states instead of emotions, different
words can serve for verbal mapping, like misery and sadness
for neutral arousal and low valence. This can lead to the
incorporation of discrete models in the mapping procedure.
The center of the axes in a dimensional model can be mapped
to the neutral affective state or to the extremes of each dimension. In the proposal of the circumplex model of affect
[31] for example, which served as the basis for the dimensional approach, the center of axes was defined as the neutral
state. Figure 2 illustrates the AV plane with emotions defined as specific points in the corresponding plane [19, 31,
32, 33]. These points can serve as center points during the
AV values clustering process. On the other hand, Figure 3
provides a graphical representation of the AV plane with
four emotions mapped to clusters of AV values [19, 33].
Arousal
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Depression

Contentment

Sleepiness

Figure 2: AV plane representation with indication
to corresponding emotions

3.

MUSIC EMOTION RECOGNITION

Since the advent of digital media, the available for distribution music data experienced a significant growth that rendered content classification a necessity. The legacy forms of
classification based on the ”Band/Artist-Genre-Style” arguments were found to be not sufficient provided the volume
of the content [10, 34]. This fact is further strengthen by the
increasing functionality that user-oriented classification can
offer, focusing on the content and/or the perceived emotion
of the music [35, 36].
Music emotion recognition can be considered a pattern recognition and/or classification problem. The audio content is

Anxious

Exuberance

Pleasure/Valece
Dimension

Depression

Contentment

Figure 3: The AV plane with four emotions presented as clusters

firstly emotionally annotated by human subjects. Then, a
relationship is derived between its technical characteristics
/ features and the outcome of the emotional annotation.
These characteristics along with the annotation itself form
the training data set. Emotion recognition from musical
data can consider both raw (i.e. PCM encoded) audio data
as well as symbolic musical data (presented using the Musical Instrument Digital Interface - MIDI). Nevertheless, in
both cases emotions’ models can be used in order to model
the emotion that the listener experiences.
Extracted features from raw audio data typically concern
timbral, temporal/rhythmic and energy/intensity characteristics of the signal. When symbolic data are used, structural
music characteristics can be additionally extracted, like the
musical key [37]. Timbral characteristics usually include
spectral flatness, spectral flux, spectral centroid, spectral
roll off and pitch. On the other hand, the zero-crossing
rate, tempo, rhythm regularity and the rhythm strength parameters are frequently used as common temporal/rhythmic
characteristics.
As mentioned previously, the annotation of the music material is carried out through listening tests with human subjects. A perceived emotion is indicated after the test, using either a discrete emotions’ model (by presenting a list
of emotions to choose from), or through a continuous one.
A method presented in [38] offers an efficient way for selfannotation of affective states. It incorporates the usage of
specific images depicting a manikin with specific characteristics. These are organized in three groups of five pictures
each. Each group corresponds to the dimensions of arousal,
valence and dominance. In each of them, only one characteristic of the manikins is varied, with this change being escalated in order to efficiently depict the corresponding variation in the affective state, i.e. from lower to higher. Thus,
during the annotation process, the participant listens to the
audio material and then chooses one manikin for each dimension. It has to be noted that the participant can choose
also the state between two manikins which results in a total
of nine available values for each dimension. The manikins

for arousal and valence groups are shown in Figures 4 and 5
respectively.

Figure 4: The images used for arousal estimation,
from lower to higher, as proposed in [38]

Figure 5: The images used for valence estimation,
from lower to higher, as proposed in [38]
Subsequently, the above affective annotations along with the
extracted features from the music signal serve as input to a
classification algorithm. Many algorithms can be employed,
such as the Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [19], Artificial Neural Networks (A-NN) [39] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [28, 46]. Both discrete and continuous affective models can be used with the classification algorithms.
This choice, on one hand, determines the available output of
the recognized emotion and, on the other hand, can give rise
to hierarchical structuring of the recognition process. Thus,
if a discrete model is used, then the training of the algorithm is likely to produce a classification model which will
be able to categorize the test input against the used emotions. On the contrary, if a continuous approach is adopted,
then the classification algorithm will provide output values
on the used dimensions in the emotions’ model. The latter can be seen in [41], where the test data result into real
values in the range of [-1 +1]. In addition, in [19, 33] a hierarchical approach was adopted using the AV plane. The
resulting quadrants were divided in two groups, i.e. one with
high arousal and one with low. Then, the intensity related
features of the music material were correlated with the resulting arousal, allowing a hierarchical categorization of the
material by firstly deciding on which of the two quadrants’
group the resulting affective state would belong.

may obscure information that the audio stimuli can bear.
Alternatively, we can also hear these sounds with the ”everyday listening” [4] approach, focusing on the attributes of
the source, like its size, its movement/placement etc. [4].
The information of the non-musical listening allow the receiver to identify the sound sources and perceive their forthcoming or already established relation. Sonic content conveying this kind of data can be referred as sound events and
such are widely used in a variety of applications or are apparent in various situations. They are evident in everyday
life. Moving objects can be identified and also their route or
speed can be estimated. The way that the sound is produced
can be perceived, like in the case of someone scratching a
wooden surface or like in the case that someone is hitting
an object [4].
Sound events are widely used in a variety of applications.
Multimedia and personal computers use sound events as
a means to communicate with the user, indicating various
states of the machine. To this scope, there are recent works
which consider the sonification of information in order to incorporate such an auditory communication to human - computer interaction [42]. Video games use them as well, both
as environmental sounds, in order to enhance user’s immersion, and as scenario components [43], e.g. video games
that are fighting oriented tend to have a fighting audio environment. Also, humans use, on purpose or accidentally,
sound events communicating various information like emotional condition, e.g. a nervous walking [3, 4]. Moreover,
in day-to-day communication one listens or produces sound
events, like clapping, yelling, crying etc, which definitely
provide a basis for emotion identification.
In [4] a framework regarding the nature of the sound events is
proposed. According to it, different interacting material, e.g.
vibrating objects or liquids, will result in different and distinguishable sound events which will have different values and
characteristics for their technical features. Such features,
like the high-frequency components’ energy, the amplitude
modulation or the bandwidth, allow the discrimination of
the source’s attributes that the sound event carry [4]. In
addition to the aforementioned attributes of the source(s),
sound events can also evoke or communicate emotions, as
the IADS database clearly demonstrates. Its sonic content
spans from simple and ordinary situations, like a dog barking, to extraordinary or unpleasant ones, like guns’ sounds
or vomiting [6].
Combing all the above, we can state that as a sound event
can be considered as an audio structure that contains:

• a sound waveform

4.

SOUND EVENTS

Although music is an important aspect and form of sound,
in everyday life, an acoustic environment consists of nonlinguistic and non-musical sounds. We can acoustically focus
on these sounds under a more ”musical” perspective, by considering for example their pitch and timbre. While in music
listening such a consideration about timbre, pitch, musical
scales or any other music related characteristic can enhance
the listening experience, in a non-musical sonic content this

• manifestation of source’s instantaneous spatial position, relative to the receiver
• duration
• indication of the sound’s creation procedure
• evidence of vibrating objects’ nature state (i.e. solid,
liquid, gas)

• semantic content

The combination of these characteristics in a unified approach that extends acoustic ecology by considering elicited
emotions, leads to the affective acoustic ecology concept proposed here.

testing set against the remaining 90% which was used as
training dataset. Both training and testing was carried out
using Weka [44]. Figure 7 graphically illustrates the above
process.

In the present work we consider only the waveform of a sound
event, applying methods and models used in research concerned also with the same characteristic but for musical content. To this scope, we employ and analyze the sound events
provided by the IADS database [6]. The inspection of the
utilized sonic material is based on technical features, classification algorithms and emotional models throughly used in
MER and MIR researches.

5.

EMOTION RECOGNITION FROM EMOTIONALLY ANNOTATED SOUND EVENTS

Prior to emotion recognition from the considered sound events, a pre-processing stage was carried out. All available
audio files were resampled at a 16 kHz sampling frequency.
From the annotation values, arousal and valence were used
and these were clustered in four classes. The correspondence
of each class with the annotated arousal and valence values
is presented in Figure 6.

Class 2

Class 1

Class 3

Class 4

Figure 6: Mapping of AV values to the classes used
in the emotion recognition process
The emotion recognition process was divided in two stages.
First, each audio signal was processed and various technical features were extracted. Then, a classification algorithm
was employed and trained using the emotional classes presented above and the extracted features from the signals.
The accuracy that the classification algorithm could achieve
was examined using the ten fold cross validation process
from the available training data set. Ten fold cross validation means that for ten times, a 10% of the available training set, different for each of the ten times, was used as the

Feature Extraction

Classification

Windowing

Classification
algorithm testing

Feature calculation

Classification
algorithm training

Figure 7: Illustration of the emotion recognition
process followed
The total set of features consisted of 101 different parameters widely employed in the literature for MER purposes.
Typical examples of such parameters include spectrum’s attributes, like centroid, flux and others, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients, energy of the signal, zero crossing rate,
strength of beat and fundamental frequency estimation. All
the above parameters are waveform-dependent and are not
related to any additional properties of a sound event, as
presented in the previous Section.
In the current process we used spectral centroid, spectral roll
off, spectral flux, spectral variability, energy of the signal,
fraction of low energy, zero crossing rate, fundamental frequency, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (13), strength
of strongest beat, beat sum and compactness. Both average
and standard deviation were calculated for all the aforementioned parameters. For the feature extraction, a window of
0.01 seconds was used with zero overlap. All the above parameters were extracted using JAudio [45].

5.1

Classification results

For each of the classification algorithms employed, the obtained accuracy from the ten-fold cross validation procedure
is summarized in Table 1. It can be observed that the accuracy is below 50% for both algorithms used. Typical results for accuracy classification derived by existing published
works are in the range of 82% [19], 83.5% [27], 73% [46]
or 67%[47]. More specifically, the SVM classifier achieves
a 43.7% accuracy, while A-NN achieves a lower percent of
36.5%. This implies that although the technical features
used can offer an almost non-random classification, IADS
database’s sound events carry a dominant semantic content
which is solely responsible for the elicited emotions of the
listeners. In addition, while in various works [19, 33] the
energy (E) of a signal was strongly and analogously related
with the arousal dimension , in Figure 8 it can be observed
that there is not such a relation between E and the arousal
for the IADS sonic content.
In Table 2, a small number of some selected IADS sound

Table 1: 10-Fold cross validation results for each of
the algorithms used
Algorithm
SVM
A-NN

Training accuracy result
43.7%
36.5%

As a first step for investigation, we examined the application
of thoroughly used techniques from MER and MIR fields,
utilizing only the characteristics of the audio event extracted
from its waveform. Such an approach is accustomed in the
aforementioned fields for extracting acoustic cues from music
signals. Then, we applied multiple classification algorithms,
by using as dataset the only existing emotionally annotated
sound events database. Although results showed low scores
of accuracy, an attentive examination of the sound events’
semantic content can reveal that there is a strong relation
between it and the elicited emotions.

0.045
0.04

Normalised Energy

0.035
0.03
0.025
0.02

Considering on one hand the derived results and on the other
the definition of the sound event under the affective ecology
concept, a future work that would incorporate more aspects
of the audio event structure seems to be required for defining
an analytic relation between sound events and emotions.

0.015
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0
1
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Arousal

6

7
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Figure 8: Arousal Vs Normalised energy values for
the IADS database
events are presented, along with their semantic content, the
corresponding arousal values and the energy E of the waveform. Considering the definition given in Section 4 for a
sound event under the proposed scope of affective acoustic
ecology, it seems that the characteristics of the waveform
cannot produce an efficient classification model. Provided
that these algorithms were previously incorporated in several published MER and MIR works with signals’ features
extracted from tis waveform, it can be inferred that for affective acoustic ecology tasks more parameters of the sound
events must be considered. The most prominent in the current work tend to be the semantic content. With respect
to Table 2, it seems that this content affects primarily the
elicited affective state of the listener.
Table 2: Arousal sorted normalised energy, arousal
values and semantic content of selected IADS sound
events
Semantic content
Air raid alarm
Male scream
Female scream
Bongos
Soda Fizz
Erotic Male
Type Writer

6.

introducing the relation between sound events and elicited
emotions. A definition of the sound event under this concept
was also introduced, forming an audio structure with various
attributes related to the source, the environment and the
technical characteristics of the sound.

E
0.0293
0.0210
0.0210
0.0372
0.0009
0.0029
0.0057

Arousal value
3.36
3.71
4.46
4.47
5.85
6.64
7.32

CONCLUSIONS

In the current work the concept of affective acoustic ecology
is proposed. It is defined as an acoustic ecology extension by

7.
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